
Grow With Sphero - Spherograph

Did you know that some of the earliest version of the Spirograph® date back back to nearly 200 years ago? Since 

then, these geometric drawing tools and toys have been used by mathematicians, engineers, and even bankers! In 

1965, British engineer Denys Fisher introduced to the world what we now know as Spirograph®. 

 

We've taken the Spirograph® and made it our own – introducing the Spherograph! And you can program your 

very own in this activity. All you need is something for your robot to draw with – You could use paint with a SPRK+ 

or BOLT, but a simple , a rubber band, and some markers will do. 

 

Take a quick look at one of our Spherograph programs and then run it to see what it creates. If you remember back 

to the "Beyond the Square" #ThursdayLearnDay, we made a bunch of different polygons. For the Spherograph, we 

want to loop those same shapes, but have the heading shift slightly so it can create the cool spiraled shapes. 

 

Try your own and share your creations with us @SpheroEdu!

SUPPLIES

Markers, rubber bands, 16 or 18 oz cups, butcher paper or large sheets of paper

COMPATIBLE ROBOTS

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1 - #ThursdayLearnday

Did Kendra and Jeremy just get all artsy-fartsy? You'll have to watch to find out!

YouTube video:
https://youtu.be/h07oL5k0na8

Step 2 - Exploration - The Spherograph

https://youtu.be/h07oL5k0na8


Grab some markers, a clear plastic cup (16 or 18 oz sizes work best), and some rubber bands. Use the rubber

bands to fasten a marker or two to the outside of the cup just like in the video. This will make a special Sphero-

powered plotter that you can program to create you Spherograph art.

Paint is another good option if you're up for a bit of a mess!

Step 3 - Skills Building - Spiraling Polygons

Remember back to the Beyond the Square #ThursdayLearnday? In that activity, you created all sorts of polygons. In

this activity you will do the same, but we'll change the program just slightly.

If you look at the blocks below, you'll notice the additional heading block just before the loop 6 times block. This

heading block includes an operator block and a heading sensor block. And as the program runs inside of the

loop forever, your Sphero robot shifts its heading by 35° each time it restarts the shape. This shift is what will give

your shape the spiral effect.

https://edu.sphero.com/cwists/preview/27885x


Step 4 - Challenge - Preprogrammed Art

Let's make some art!

If you haven't created your own spiraling shape yet, use one of the three provided in the attached program. Dip

your SPRK+ or BOLT in paint, or set up your cup and marker plotter.

Place your robot at then center of your art canvas and run the program.

What happened?

Did the drawing or painting turn out as you anticipated?

How can you improve the path or accuracy of your spiraling shape?

Attach a picture of your first attempt to this step.

Show your work by uploading an image

Step 5 - Challenge - Multi-shaped Spirals

In the video, Kendra asked a very good question - How could I loop more than one shape together in a program?

There are a number of ways to do this (and if the way we're about to show you isn't the same way you would do it,

even better). One of the simplest ways can be seen in the image below.

Instead of nesting the shapes code inside of a loop forever block, use a loop for block and set the number of

times you want that particular shape to loop or spiral on the paper. You may need to test the program a few times to

figure out how many times the shape has to loop to complete the spiral.



Once you have the number of loops need to complete one spiral, you can stack these sets of code together. Now

when you run this program, your robot with draw or paint multiple spiraled shapes.


